the literature of pure theory in economics, politics, and sociology, but such pure theory can be neglected by analysts only at their peril, and in some of the analytical books published in Canada the neglect is discernible.
If publication is any criterion, history is evidently the social science in which Canadians do most research. This fact is distinctly illustrated in the publications of 1936. Three young scholars contribute monographs of importance, Gilbert N. Tucker, C. P. Stacey, and G. F. G. Stanley. Th e Canadian Commercial Revolution, 1815-1851, by Professor Tucker of Yale and lately of the University of Western Ontario, London, examines those economic forces and developments which marked the period 'of transition from a Canada in an imperial system resting on preferences to one resting on freedom of trade-a crucial period in both the political and economic history of the country. The book, however, is misnamed. Within the period studied there was no revolution in commerce, but rather a revolution in the commercial policy of Great Britain with varied effects upon Canada. Even the facts cited by Professor Tucker himself show that the triumph of free trade in the motherland, however disturbing to the minds of Montreal merchants, actually brought no sudden and extensive change in Canadian commerce. The export trade to Great Britain, in content and volume, was not fundamentally altered between 1845 and 1851 although the abolition of the imperial preferences, combined with the American Drawback Laws of 1845, helped to cultivate a larger export trade to and through the United States, with inevitable effects upon imports from the same country. But these latter changes, like the shattering of Montreal's ambitions concerning the St. Lawrence route, did not occur in a revolutionary manner wi thin the years explored by Professor Tucker; they began within the period and were quickened by the reciprocity agreement which came into force in 1855. While adding little to a fresh interpretation of the period, Professor Tucker's book is valuable because he supports his conclusions with a greater abundance of interesting evidence than any previous study. Unfortunately at times his details are not closely relevant to his main theme.' One reader at least failed to see the relevancy of all the facts in his Introduction to the argument of the . subsequent chapters.
Canada and the Edtish Army, 1816-1871, by Mr. C. P. Stacey is an excellent piece of work, thorough in research, well organized, and sage in interpretation. As has been pointed out by -another reviewer,' The Canadian Commercial Revolution and Canada and the B"itish drmy concern different branches of the one theme. Both deal with the effects on Canada of f~ndamental changes in the Second British Empire, under the impact of the industrialization of Great Britain and the ripening of liberal concepts. Mr. Stacey's principal aim is to show how nineteenth-century British liberals sought to effect, and eventually under Gladstone achieved, the withdrawal of garrisons from Canada and other self-governing colonies, both on grounds of domestic economy and in logical consistency with the principle of imperial decentralization, implicit in colonial self-government. One can readily accept his general conclusion that the withdrawal of the garrisons helped to destroy the arguments of the Little Englanders on the costliness of colonies and thereby cleared the way for the newer imperialism in the eighties.
Mr. G. F . G. Stanley in The Birth of Western Canada tackles a larger and more difficult subject, although his theme is not so remote from that of the two preceding books as might at first appear. Canada, removed from the fostering influence of imperial preferences, set out to build and consolidate its economic life by expansion westward, and Mr. Stanley describes the problems of this expansion to the conclusion of the North-West Rebellion. Let it be said that on the whole he performs his task admirably. His canvas is broad, with much intricate detail, but his picture is always clear and vigorous. His volume is easily the most satisfactory in existence on the development of Manitoba and the NorthWest Territories from 1869 to 1885. It is impossible here to follow the details of his interpretation or to assess with care his authorities, a task more properly performed in a technical review.' It will suffice to comment on the important phases of his subject as related to the broader history of Canada.
First, there is the general character of Canadian expansion west in the sixties and SeVen ties, wi th the forces behind the expansion. This portion of Mr. Stanley's theme is treated with too much brevity to be sa tisfactory, although what is said is signi ficant so far as it goes. We can agree with Mr. Stanley's emphasis on the rapid extension of the north-western frontier of the United States which impressed Canadians wi th the urgency of securing the territories then under the Hudson's Bay Company. In 1848 there were fewer than 5,000 people in the territory of Minnesota; by 1860 there were more than 172,000. The Red River valley was in the path of this surging movement of population, and the authority of a trading company might not for long, under the troubled conditions of the time, prevent the occupation and absorption of British territory by American settlers. But Mr. Stanley gives us no inkling of the broad industrial and technological forces which made this population possible and constituted the background of its whole development. He does not, for example, mention the railway construction in the western United States, not even that of the Northern Pacific. Nor does he tell us enough about the arguments in the Toronto Globe as early as the fifties on the necessity of acquiring the West, arguments, we may suspect, not a little influenced by the interests of Toronto business men in obtaining such trade as might follow expansion in the West.' More information about the ambitions of the Canadian commercial class in regard to the West would have been welcome.
The second important feature in the birth of Western Canada was the clash of cultures between the English-speaking settlers and the half-breeds and Indians who constituted the major population between the Red River and the Rockies. In this phase of the subject Mr. Stanley is specially informative and judicious. He views the Manitoba insurre, ction and the Saskatchewan rebellion as "the manifestation in Western Canada of the problem of the frontier, namely the clash between primitive and civilized peoples," and sets out to explain sympathetically the attitudes and thoughts of the more primitive people. Not the least interesting part of his book is the exposure of the blundering administration by Sir John Macdonald of Indian affairs in the eigh ties. Sir John and others in Ottawa, including permanent officials of the department concerned, understood only dimly the painful transition through which the Indian community was passing, owing to disruption in the furtrade, the disappearance of the buffalo, and the settlement of whites on lands which the Indians considered to be their own. At the time no thoroughly informed policy actuated the Department of the Interior, over which Macdonald himself for a time presided, and the rebellion of 1885 was in no small measure the result of its absence.
The third important aspect of Western expansion was the effect of the rebellion on party politics and national cohesion in Eastern Canada, and on this subject Mr. Stanley has a useful chapter. He does not overstate the decisive influence of the rebellion on the relations of Quebec and Ontario. His facts emphasize the singular irony that Macdonald, who had striven so hard to cultivate friendship between English and French, should inadvertently by hi s administration give national union a rude, jf temporary, shock . The swing in-Quebec from support of the Conservatives to that of the Liberals was no doubt due, as Mr. Stanley points out, to Macdonald's decision on the execution of Riel, but other influences were present; e.g., the Conservative party in Quebec failed to find a real successor to Cartier, and the brilliant Laurier would inevitably have attracted the votes of his compatriots.
The three books mentioned above, like most historical monographs by Canadians, are written on the traditional lines of political history; that is, while in all three some weight is given to other than purely political facts, they are the product mainly of research in official dispatches and the perusal of newspapers-the two media which so dominantly reflect political judgment and political discussion. In their respective ways they throw valuable light upon the development of Canadian democracy and the behaviour of Canadian politicians confronted by the varied prob- If Professor Lower's essay is socio-economic in character, the treatment by Professor Innis of the mining frontier is "technologicoeconomic." In brief he concentrates on the technology utilized in those regions, remote from the centres of population, where the mineral wealth of Canada is to be found; and argues that on such technology depends the development of mines, with consequences to the settlement of the regions and to other industries in the Canadian economy. If this central fact in the essay is not grasped, the reader may find Professor Innis's multitudinous details con .. cerning mining techniques somewhat unintelligible. But this rather Veblenesque attack understood, one has a key to a fascinating attempt to reach basic causative factors in Canadian economic and social development. Professor Innis is well aware of other influences than technology, and would in any case concede that a technique is only significant in a given geographic and economic situation, but it is on the importance of technology and its effects on the costs of production that he would take his main stand.
Space does not here permit comment upon details of the treatment, but the concluding section on the influence of the mining frontier on the general development of Canada is too important to pass over without some remarks. As a section it is interesting and challenging, although excessive condensation makes it appear an over-simplified explanation of Canadian development. One might adaptable to northern latitudes, technical developments in milling of hard wheat which favoured the Canadian grains, improvement of farm machinery which helped to reduce costs of production on the prairie, the introduction of dry-farming methods effective in the low-rainfall area of Saska tchewan, the progress of industrialization and urbanization in both Europe and America which made increased acreage of grain imperative. In fact, if it is recognized that the Canadian economy is merely a section of the North American economy and the Canadian West merely a geographic and economic extension of the West of the United States, one must shrink from any simple explanation of the settlemen t and railway construction on the Canadian prairies . Placer mining was but onc of a series of influences. With all of this Professor Innis would no doubt agree. The apparent simplicity of his explanation is the product of compression and of his momentary absorption in his special theme.
Before leaving this volume one must pay a deserved tribute to the general excellence of the series of which it forms a part. Like every such series it has its feeble chapters and its weak volumes, but thanks to able planning and editing it helps to fill obvious gaps in our knowledge of Canadian settlement. The reviewer offers but one major criticism: the editors have interpreted soci al structure and function too narrowly, and have thereby lost an opportunity to add to the existing studies, mainly economic and sociological in character, one on the political life of the Canadian frontier-the nature and quality of its democracy, the manner in which frontier conditions affected political thinking and organization, the extent to which settlers successfully furthered their economic ends by political methods, and the repercussion of the frontier, whatever it may have been, on the political life of Canada as a whole. The standard of living among settlers] of which we read much in some volumes of the series, is merely one index to an understanding of frontier life. Equally important is the manner in which men in a given environment behave collectively, especially the manner of their behaviour in those larger un its which we designate as political. throwing light upon the general economic and social development of Canada, but is not without merits of its own. Logically the book falls into two parts rather than the more numerous divisions adopted by the author. First, there is an extensive and informative analysis of the conditions of employment and unemployment in the railway industry, which occupies the greater part of the volume and is a welcome addition to such meagre literature on labour economics as we have in Canada. It illustrates with abundant statistics the peculiar condit ions of employment on the railways owing to the exclusiveness of craft unionism and seniority regulations, and endeavours to show the effects of seasonal trends, combined with the differences in regional operation, upon employment and unemployment. All of this useful analysis leads up to the second part, which is a discussion of how to cope with the problem of unemployment among railway employees. There are some shrewd suggestions, growing out of the preceding analysis,' but economists and others will find it on the whole of slight importance, for its treatment of complex problems of management res ts at times on assumptions that have a dubious air. The volume was produced in a very different manner from volumes in the "Frontiers of Settlement" series. A young social research assistant no t only compiled the material under the direction of senior members of McGill University, but also wrote the book instead of turning his collections over to more practised hands. The result does not altogether commend the method.
Canadian-American Industry, by Messrs. Marshall, Southard, and Taylor, is the first volume in what promises to be a significant series on Canadian-American relations, sponsored by 'the Carnegie Endowment for International Peace. One need say little of this book beyond stating that its main theme is the branch-plant movement, or more broadly the expansion of the industrial and financial institutions of one country into another. Of necessity it is much more a descriptive and s tatis tical than an interpretative study, although the authors do not refrain fro m attempting general:
izations, especially in the last chapter. T he achievement of the volume is to bring together in a manner not .hitherto equalled a mass of pertinent details concerning its theme, and the presentation shows scholarly and critical acumen . In brief, the Can adianAmerican Relations series h, as got off to a good, if not exciting start. Of the succeeding volumes in the series there will probably be much to say in this section of the survey a year hence. and intelligence." The most compendious method of review will be to correct this jacket summary. It is a most unusual autobiography, the relevant facts coming out for the most part in the form of reported reverie-vividly ~nough in the scenes from the Near East. We get little sense of an actual liner; there is some good description of sea and sky, but Ivor keeps getting between us and the view-whether of the scenery or of the people. There is properly speaking no love-story at all, though there is a very nice girl. This is in a way poignant .. .. We find nothing that could (with any regard for the meaning of terms) be called a philosophy of life-just discon tent with the recognized philosophies, Christian and pagan, which may be the beginning of wisdom but is not its end. When we come to what the publisher describes as " the stream of . . . meditation and .. . description," we reach the real
